Missions Package

by Equalearning

MOBILE TECHNOLOGY THAT CREATES
SUSTAINABLE AND INFLUENTIAL EVANGELISM
Each year, about 264 million children and teenagers around the world do not have
the opportunity to go to school or complete their studies. In various countries
worldwide, missionaries venture to establish churches and peace-keeping missions
to teach about Christ, first aid, hygiene, and other important information people
need to live healthy lives.
While many missionaries live permanently in their regions of ministry, oftentimes
they are only able to stay in country for several months.
How can we ensure that the Gospel and other key lessons remain in these areas
when the missionary must leave?
Equalearning has the solution. By combining our patented EQL technology with
smart projectors, we can help missions plant churches and schools anywhere in the
world. Equalearning's Missions Package can help missions to deliver high
quality content anywhere in the world, and plant churches and schools that will
remain even if the missionary team cannot.
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EDUCATION IN A BOX
Equalearning‘s patented “online to offline”
software technologies can connect educational
content from the cloud to virtually any device
in existence. More importantly, it allows users
to access online-quality content in locations
with unstable or no internet connectivity.
Equalearning can bring any educational content
to any place, completely offline!

Rural Education / Mission
EQL Portable School
Equalearning's mission package is a portable school
that comes in the form of a solar-powered smart
projector with patented encryption software that is
impossible to hack. Equalearning helps missions to
provide an entire school that is mobile ready for
any location in the world, unrestricted by the need
of electricity or the internet.
And it's incredibly simple to operate!
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MISSIONS PACKAGE
CONTENT
Without good content, the best projector
itself is just a big flashlight. Equalearning
provides shared missions content, such as
continuing to cooperate with the Bible
Project and other institutions to provide
the best content for missionaries.
Equalearning will continue to put
multilingual animations and videos of the
Bible Project and other institutions into
our Missions Package via SD card. Any
missionary can do real-time missions at
any time and any place by plugging into
the smart projector. Right now, our
partner, Iris Global, Zimbabwe’s
missionaries have begun to teach local
children with the animation of the Bible
Project.
Our Missions Package brings all forms of
multimedia anywhere, anytime, for
anyone to enjoy.
And our Missions Package is not
restricted to the Gospel alone. Users are
able to upload any material to bring
education to the unreached.
Already, we are working on putting
together material for teaching English,
hygiene, first aid, wellness therapy, and
skills training to help people improve their
lives by the Grace of Our Lord Jesus
Christ.
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Children in Uganda attend class using EQL's Missions
Package. The room has no electricity or internet.

Students learning about hygiene and first aid in an adult
class in Zimbabwe, using Equalearning's Missions Package.

HOW IT WORKS
Our Missions Package is totally portable and has
literally no restrictions. Using a smart projector with
our embedded software, you simply turn on the
projector in a low-lit area, select the Equalearning
app, and you will find a log in screen.
Our Missions Package has multiple accounts. For
example, we created an account and placed the
gospel-related multimedia content (Bible, spiritual,
health) in this account, and we placed it in another
account for fundamental education
(language, skills) and other multimedia content.
We chose to do this as some of our missions
are in areas sensitive to sharing about Jesus, and
this protects the information which is already
encrypted.
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HOW IT WORKS
In addition to our free mission package content, churches and organizations can
also choose to create their own content on our cloud platform for their
members to use. The creation of content on the cloud platform is very easy. We
provide various tools to help the administrators of churches and institutions to
quickly create and link to other network resources. The average course creation
takes only 5 minutes and does not require the help from technical people.

The type of material you upload and place in each account is entirely up to you
as the admin and/or user. Our missions package comes pre-loaded with videos
and custom lessons from The Bible Project, as well as text books for teaching
English, Science, and some calming music videos for mission participants to
enjoy.
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HOW IT WORKS
In addition to the entire video series, the Bible courses we provide in the
Missions Package includes some series, such as "Luke and Acts", etc., placed in
the form of courses, adding many interactive lessons to increase participation.
As for the courses you create, you can choose to include textbooks, documents,
videos, audio files, or any other types of materials, all of which can be viewed
for free or played as a course.

The Mission Package comes preloaded with some material, but you can add as
much as you like. It will always be encrypted but easy to access.
No matter what you plan to teach, whether it is Sunday School lessons on the
Bible, or University courses that earn degrees, it can be safely and easily done
using Equalearning's Missions Package.
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OUR MISSIONS PACKAGE
This includes:
1 EQL SMART projector
1 Solar Power bank
1 white projection screen
Equalearning App compatible with ALL
smart phones, TVs, or Smart TVs.
Content updates are made available through
internet or SD card with our patented
encryption to safely transmit information in
sensitive areas.

CMC Special: $600 $500

GET INVOLVED
At Equalearning, we are passionate about education. And now, our biggest
passion is in spreading the Gospel in an interactive way to people yet
unreached due to their remote location, lack of power & internet resources, or
other challenged.

Isaiah 61-1: "The Spirit of the Sovereign Lord is on me, because the
Lord has anointed me to proclaim good news to the poor."
Contact us at info@equalearning.com today for more information or to schedule a DEMO

VIDEOS
Mission Package Demo https:/ /v im eo .co m / 494263440/ 0759c6a 005
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Kids in Zimbab we https: // v im eo .co m / 493911937/ 3495e

